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ABSTRACT
Nine determinations of the luminosity function (LF) for field galaxies
are analyzed and compared. Corrections for differences in Hubble constants,
magnitude systems, galactic absorption functions, and definitions of the
LF are necessary prior to comparison. Errfrs in previous comparisons are
pointed out. After these corrections, eight of the nine determinations are
in fairly good agreement, contrary to some recent claims. The discrepancy
in the ninth (by Arakelyan and Kalloglyan) appeats to be mainly an incomplete-
ness, effect. Van den Bergh's early work may contain a normalization error.
Schechter's form for the LF is a good representation of the other data.
The alternative form of Turner and Gott is based on a small--group sample
which is biased toward bright galaxies; this form is not supported by earlier
work of Holmberg. The LF data suggest that there is little if any distinction
r
between "field" galaxies and those in small groups.
A new large-scale normalization of the LF is carried out, using inte--
^	 1	 I	 i	 t	 i!
gral counts in the Zwicky Catalogue to mZz W 14,45 in the galactic northeast
and south, in the manner of Cott and Turner. A first-order K correction is
developed, absorption a csclbI is included, and a recalibration of tine Zwicky
scale by. Kron and Shane is applied. The large-scale mean LF of galaxies
(mostly field gala..es) i s about a factor 2.3 below the "local" LF deritf-d
by Schechter. The nominal mean luminosity density arisin g within the g(0)
isophotes of galaxies at the. blue band is Z , 8.6 x 10 7 ( H/50) L0 Mpc•-3 for
a  = 0,25 mag; dependence of X on input parameters is shown in a table.
Thy true value of Z is probably within a factor 1.6 of this. Larger vari-
atio n in X_ is possible if the zecalibrated Zwicky scale be seriousl y in
error. More study of this scale is needed; Huchra's recalibration may be
inadequate at the faint end.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Luminosity functions (LF's) for galaxies are receiving increasQrl attention, espe-
cially since Schechter's (1976) attempt to fit both field and cluster galaxies to a new
analytical form. There are now in the English-Innguagr. literature nine independent or
quasi-independent modern determinations of the Li-' for field galaxies. All are strongly
or entirely dependent on the local sample of prominent galaxies, and so there should be
a great measure of agreement. Later authors, however, have not always paid close
attention to the earlier work. This is understandable, for intercomparison of these
papers is hampered in some cases by terse presentations, a vaxiety of assumptions,
and various ways of displaying the results. Such intercomparisons as have been made
(e.g. Kiang 1976) have not always been successful, and give an impression of substan-
tial discrepancies. Thus, theorists' estimates of such quantities as the mean luminos-
ity density in space suffer from confusion. Some theorists compound this difficulty by
trying, in effect, to integrate the LF and obtain some number of 'galaxies per Mpc 3."
Since present knowledge of the LF does not permit us to place any maximum on the
number density of very faint galaxies, the LF cannot be characterized in this simple
way.
Recognizing the confusion, Peebles (1971) presented a short review. My work here
is much in the spirit of his, but is more detailed and extends the comparisons to recent
results. The present time is apt for such comparisons. Most workers to date have
used samples of roughly 200 galaxies - essentially the number in the de Vaucouleurs'
Reference Catalogue (1963; "RC") downto magnitude B(0) = 12, certain areas of the sky
,
being excluded. The appearance of the Second Reference Catalogue (de Vaucouleurs,
de Vaucouleurs and Corwin 1976) ; the increasing use of the Zwicky Catalogue (Zwicky
ii
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et al. 1961-68),and the rapid increase in number of measured redshifts insure that
future work will be done with much larger samples. At such a juncture it is instruc-
tive to see what is known already.
Determining the shape of the LF and normalizing it can in principle be tack lad as
two separate problems. In the "standard" or "classical" method of determining the
field LF, which I shall describe shortly, the two are done together. In the presence
of inhomogeneities, however, there is some advantage in dealing with the two separately.
This has been dove in some papers. In Part VI I discuss the normalization problem,
present a new normalization of the LF based on the work of Gott and Turner (1976),
and give revised estimates of V , the mean luminosity density in the universe.
11. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
By a differential luminosity function ^ (M) we mean a volume-averaged density of
galaxies per (nag Mpc 3 ); i.e., on a Poissonian model, the function giving the probability
4 (M)dMdV that a galaxy will be found in any small element of absolute magnitude dM
and volume dV. The magnitude M of a spiral galaxy depends on the direction from which
it is observed, but in the LF context M for a galaxy usually means the magnitude cor-
responding to its mean apparent luminosity averaged over all directions. Kiang
(1961, "K61") took a different approach, and I discuss the matter further in Part MC,
The concept of a field-galaxy LF is more vague, since even the existence of a true
"field" (unclustered) population is in doubt (Soneira and Peebles 1976, Huchra and Thuan
1977). in a way this doubt is strengthened by LF investigations, for as we shah see, two
studies (Holmberg 1974, "Ho74"; Turner and Gott 1976b, "TG76 11) which attempted to single
out galaxies belonging to small groups, and determine their LF, produced no strong
evidence that their LF differs from that for the general "field," I shall therefore use
the term "field galaxy" to denote any galaxy not in a rich cluster (Arakelyan and Kal-
loglyan 1970, "AK70 11). If there are any systematic differences between "field" and
"cluster" LF's, due to formation conditions or to galaxy-galaxy interactions, the
effects should be most noticeable in rich clusters. Yet even in the richest clusters
the existence of such effects is in some doubt (Schechter and Peebles 1976). It seems
reasonable in the first instance to attempt a distinction between non-rich--cluster
(„field") and rich-cluster galaxies.
It is of interest whether the LF for spirals has the same shape as those for ellip-
ticals and irregulars. Several authors have addressed this point (van den Bergh 1961,
"B61";AK70; Shapiro 1971, "571"; Ho74; Christensen 1975, 11 C75 11 ; TG76), but the results are
best summarized by saying that no significant differences have been found. The nurn-
hers of ellipt:icals andirregulars in these samples are too small to yield firm results.
In this paper I shall lump all types together. Christensen (1975) discusses possible
type-to-type differences in the small-sample statistics. Holmberg (1974, 1975), with
a somewhat larger sample, suggests a difference between E-SO-Ir combined and Sa-
Sb-Sc combined.
The field-Galaxy LF has invariably been determined from a more or less local
sa r-pl.e. There is a standard procedure for doing this, used in four of the nine papers
discussed here. The procedure has been described clearly (C75; Schechter 1976,
"Sc76 11), but it is worthwhile to summarize it; A catalog is selected which is assumed
to be complete to some chosen limiting apparent magnitude m L , at least in some chosen
solid-angle region of the sky. A "magnitude-limited" sample is then obtained by throw-
ing out all galaxies fainter than m 4 . For each absolute magnitude ilk, the volume V(M)
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effectively searched in this sample is calculated. This is done by writing down the
formula for the maximum distance rm
 (M,?) which an object at M in the direction of
unit vector r could have and still appear in the sample:
rm 01,r }-dex 0 .2 [m^	 M- 25	 Mpc,	 (1)
and integrating the volume out to this boundary over the solid angle included. A(b is
the galactic absorption in d:rection x. This function is controversial (Shane and Wir-
tanen 1967; Sandage 1973, 1975; Burstein and McDonald 1975; Heiles 1976), but most LF
investigators have taken
	
A(ti) -. a c s c ^ b ^ ,	 (2)
where a is some constant. When A is of this form, the volume searched at a given M
in a whole-sky survey has an hourglass-li'-e shape (Kiang 1976). If the solid angle is
restricted, the volume is some portion of the hourglass. Sometimes the only restric--
tioi. applied is that I b 6 should be larger than some minimum value b m ; this avoids the
large (and uncertain) absorption corrections near the plane. When this is the only re-
striction, and when Eq. 2 is assumed, the volume V(M) searched at absolute magnitude
M, neglecting K corrections, is (Felten 1976)
V(M} -	 7r d e x [0.6(m - M - 25}]
[E 2( 0. 6	 10) E
2 (0.6 a ^n 10 csc b
csc b	 i
m
where E2(X) is the second exponential integral (Abramowitz and Stegun 1964, Ch. 5).
The whole range of M is now divided into intervals (say, of 0.5 mag) . Each g.,,laxy
in the sample is assigned an M, and ahistogram is constructed in the usual way (Trumpler
,Q. ,
and Weaver 1962, Chap. 1.11 and 4.27); a division by the function V(M) must then be
performed to convert the histogram to units of .p : mag- 1 Mpc - a . The assignment of
M's is usually done by redshift z (though other methods are often used for a few mem--
bars of the sample, especially nearby ones with small. z). This requires an assumed
value of the Hubble constant Ii, and it requires that z be known for essentially every
galaxy in the magnitude--limited sample. This has limited total samples to a few
hundred in the work to date. Some authors present the resulting histogrammatic points
directly as a "luminosity function"; others (K61, Sc76) apply correction techniques
discussed by Trumpler and Weaver to obtain a best fit to some analytical. form.
This procedure suffers from a major handicap: It is sensitive to spatial inhomo-
geneities in the distribution of galaxies. if the mean density of galaxies at a distance
r from the observer is, say, a decreasing function of r, the shape of the derived LF
will be distorted from the true LF, because the volume V(M) sampled at M is a func-
tion of M. This is so even if the true LF ¢ (M) has the same shape everywhere in
space. Everyone realizes this difficulty, and everyone excludes a region of solid angle
containing the Virgo cluster. Most authors also exclude members of the Local group,
and in some cases additional exclusions are made. As we shall see, it is not clear that
these ad hoc -.neasures can cope with the difficulty.
This "standard procedure" is used in four of the nine papers examined here. Of
the remainder, one (Huchra and Sargent 1973, "HS73 11) uses a technique involving
Schmidt's V,n estimator which, as applied to this problem, is almost equivalent to the
standard procedure (Felten 1976). Four others (K61, AK74, I-lo74, TG76) are un-
orthodox and will require special comment.
5
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III. NINE DETERMINATIONS
A. Four Standard Determinations
I give brief summaries of and some immediate comments on the methods used in
these nine papers, beginning with the four (861, 571, C75, Sc76) which use the standard
procedure. '(ran den Bergh (B61) was the usual reference for a decade. Tike several
others, it is confined to the northern sky. Galaxies down to (m pg)k = 12 are included,
the magnitudes and other data being taken mainly from the revised Shapley-Ames
catalog of van den Bergh (1960). Galaxies with m pg > 12 or b < -- 27 0 are excluded,
as are "Virgo cluster" galaxies. The remaining sample size N is 240. For galaxies
in a recognized group, the M's are assigned by use of the mean redshift z of the group.
For non-group galaxies, z is used when v > 700 km see r ' ; the luminosity classifica-
tion is used when v < 500; and between 500 and 700 half weight is given to each method.
A Hubble constant H = 120 km sec`' Mpc- I
 is assumed throughout. The galactic ab-
sorption is of the foxm (2) with a 
p$ = 0.24 and b = b' (old galactic latitude). The paper
is rather terse and makes no menion of how the function V(M) was calculated. It is
not possible to reconstruct the details at this late date (S. van den Bergh, private
communication) .
Shapiro (S71) used the Reference Catalogue (RC) and its B(0) magnitudes, like many
later authors. His sample is not confined to the north but is limited to ^ b j > 25 0 (S. L.
Shapiro, private communication), a fact not clear in the text. Galaxies down to B(0) ,^ = 12	
i
are included. The z's are taken from the RC aad a few from elsewhere. Galaxies with
v < vo =100 km sec' are excluded as b.°; 4g members of the Local group, and those in
the region 255 0 < ; < 300.6 0 , 64.70 < b < 79.2 0 are excluded to suppress the effect of
the Virgo cluster. Also excluded are an un .5tatcu n-ui ber without known redshifts. The
6
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sample size N is 242. Magnitudes M are assigned strictly according to redshifts,
with H = 100. The absorption is Eq. 2 with a a = 0.24. The paper is noteworthy for its
internal check on completeness of the RC at B(0),t = 12, and for its investigation of
^t
how the results change when B(0), or vo is changed, or when the Local group is in-
eluded. Shapiro, like L'61, fails to discuss V(M) and its computation, but in fact he
was aware of the problem and did a computer calculation.
S
Christensen (C75), like S71, used the RC and tested and verified completeness at
his chosen B(0) = 11.85. Some z's are taken from other sources. He excludes the
	
a
region b < 20 0 and a Virgo-cluster region 252 < < 303 0 , 62 < b < 82 0 , but includes
r'	 fi
the Local group. Nine galaxies with no distance estimates awe excluded. N is 222. For
V. V
 
> 400, the M's are generally assigned by z(with H = 50), but two are done in other
ways. For v < 400, other methods are used, and this includes 62 galaxies out of the
sample of 222. All M determinations are adjusted to H = 50. This paper is the only
one to use a true Sandage-type absorption, with "holes" at the poles:
A B = 0	 I b f > 500
	
= 0,132(esc Ibl - 1)	 1 b <40°,	 (4)
A. being connected smoothly between 40° and 50°. Christensen also has results (ob-
tainable privately) for the cosecant law (2) with a g = 0.25. Another unique feature of
C75 is that (P is derived for the two galactic hemispheres separately. A difference is
k
found which suggests motion of the Local group towards the galactic north. It is notgg	 ^' p	 g
clear that the effect is statistically significant. The discussion in C75 is notably fuller
and more informative than that in some earlier papers, though it contains two errors
which I shall point out later.
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Schechter's paper (Sc76) has attracted much attention. The RC is used, to B(0) ,t =11.75,
with a few z's from elsewhere. Galaxies with f b I < 30" are excluded, as are five galax-
ies with blueshifts (local?) and all galaxies within 6° of the point a = 12h 27m , S = 13.50
(the Virgo cluster center). Two others with no distance estimates are excluded. The
sample size is 185, and the sample is apparently identical to that used earlier by HS73.
Magnitudes are assigned by z (with H = 50) whenever z is available; six must be assigned
instead by membership in recognized groups. The absorption is Eq. 2 with a fairly small
a  = 0.12. Rather than simply presenting a histogrammatic graph, Sc76 uses sophisti-
cated curve-fitting techniques, including an Eddington-type correction for standard error
(similar to that used by K61 fifteen years earlier) , to fit an analytical form to the data. He
then fits this same form to LF's for clusters. Like C75, the paper is noteworthy for care-
ful presentation. Schechter points out that using z to determine distances whenever
possible confers an advantage: The standard error in the distances can be estimated
plausibly, so that the Eddington correction can be applied systematically.
B. Huchra and Sargent (1973, H973)
The sample criteria in HS73 are apparently identical to those of Sc76, and the
sample size is identical at 185. Magnitudes M are apparently assigned as in Sc76,
except that H = 75 is used and the absorption in Eq. 2 is a B = 0.24. Huchra and Sargent
perform a V/Vm
 test for completeness, and test the effects of including Virgo-clusLL_•
and Local--group galaxies; these effects are mostly small. They calculate qb by an un-
usual method not involving direct use of V(M)t the use of the ' IV, estimator," first
applied by Kafka (1967) and Schmidt (1968) to quasar problems. I sho ,ry elsewhere
(Felten 1976) that in the present context this technique is almost equivalent to the
8
fstandard procedure. The results of HS73 should then differ from those of Se76 only
because of differing H and A(r) and resulting differences in binning.ti
C. Kiang (1961, K61)
Kiang's classic but unusual paper, though the earliest, is among the most sophis-
ticated. It is perhaps a little oversophisticated in some respects and must be read
with care. Kiang realizes that one need not have a complete magnitude-limited sample
to derive a LF. It is sufficient to have a magnitude-selected sample, i.e. one in which
the degree of incompleteness is a function of apparent magnitude m but not of M (and
therefore not of any related property such as galaxy type or surface brightness).'
Now this is difficult, for it is certain that surface brightness is a strong determinant
of whether a galaxy is noticed. Nevertheless Kiang assumes that the Humason, Mayall
and Sandage (1956) red shift catalog is a magnitude-selected sample and unfolds the
shape of the LF. He takes magnitudes m from several sources, but essentially they
are on Holmberg's (1955) photographic system m pg . Galaxies with mpg > 15, 8 < -300,
or v < 100 km sec-' are excluded, along with galaxies in the (Virgo) region 12 11 8' < a <
12 h481 ', 2.5 0 < a < 18.5°. Galaxies at low I b i are not excluded. Magnitudes are
assigned strictly by z (with H = 100). The absorption is Eq. 2 with a pg = 0.25, except
at I b i < 20 0 , where it is sl -fitly smaller.
Tests within the sample now indicate a. deficiency of low-luminosity objects, so
Kiang makes a debatable addition to the sample from a list of faint companions. Holm-
berg (1974). 	 has criticized Kiang's data in the faint luminosity classes. Kiang makes an
'The some idea had occurred to van den Bergh (1960), who used it with luminosity classifications to
derive a rudimentary and non-normalized LF.
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Eddington-type correction to his histogram to compensate for errors in the M-•
determinations, then fits the histogram to a cubic at the bright end and to Zwicky's
form q^ - dex 0.2M at the faint end.
Tire advantage of Kiang's procedure is that by abandoning the completeness re-
quirement, he obtains a much larger sample of redshifts; N is effectively about 600,
compared to -200 in the magnitude-limited samples of others. A more accurate de-
termination of the shape of q; should then be possible. On the other hand, this pro-
cedure does not yield directly a normalization of ck, because the completeness as a
function of m is not known. It is necessary to normalize in a separate calculation
with a complete sample of galaxies at brighter m. Kiang's normalization uses only
119 galaxies and is therefore somewhat less accurate than the standard procedure as
applied by others.
Another unusual feature of Kiang's work is that he applies an inclination correc-
tion to the magnitudes of spiral galaxies, to undo their differential internal obscuration.
This correction is typically- 0.1 to 0.3 mag. Its effect is that the LF he derives, inso-
far as it refers to spirals, refers to their absolute magnitudes as viewed pole-on. The
LF's of otL,-r authors refer to the galaxies' magnitudes as viewed from the direction
of Earth, and for a large sample with random orientations their work should give the
direction-averaged LF. It is this latter LF which yields a cosmologically interesting
quantity, the mean luminous emission 1: per Mpc 3 of space (E61, Felten 1966). This
difference between the meaning of Kiang's LF and those of others has not always been
noticed, though Efhectman (1973) perceived it. Kiang's inclination correction introduces
2Coreful readers will note that in normalizing he changes his assumption about A(r). The difference
is not great enough to deserve further comment.
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an additional function (with attached uncertainty) into the analysis, and it is not likely
that future authors will adopt it.
There is another subtle point arising from Kiang's inclination correction. The
magnitude-selected analysis requires (cf. Eq. 5 of K6.1) that the sample incompleteness
be dependent only upon the corrected apparent magnitude. But this cannot be true after
inclination corrections have been applied. There will be spiral galaxies missing from
the sample, although their corrected apparent magnitudes would be bright enough to get
them into it, because they are highly inclined and their observed (uncorrected) magni-
tudes are too faint. There is no similar effect for ellipticals and irregulars. The
sample is thus biased against spirals. The resulting LF will be too low in any lumi-
nosity range which contains relatively more spirals than another range. This effect is
interesting in principle but probably rather small in practice.
D. Arakelyan and Kalloglyan (1970, AK70)
This work is unusual in several respects. We must pay close attention to the sources
of error present, because as we shall see, the results of AK70 do not agree well with
others. Arakelyan. and Kalloglyan exclude the region S < -20°, the region I b I < 40°, and
a Virgo-cluste3 zone to be discussed shortly. Apart from these exclusions, their sample
includes all galaxies in the RC with listed v> 700 km see- I , and the M's for these are
obtained from. the redshifts (with H = 100) with an absorption a.B = 0.25. The B(0) sys-
tem is used. The sample also includes all galaxies in the RC with v <_ 700 for which
photometric distances are given by Holmberg (1965). For these, the M's are derived
from the photometric distances.3
3Presumably corrected from Holmberg's H = 80 to AK70's H = 100.
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There is a certain degree of incompleteness among these nearby galaxies, since
not all RC galaxies with v <- 700 appear in Holmberg's list. Arakelyan and Kalloglyan
estimate that this should not cause the LF to be in error by more than 2511i'o. This -may
be an underestimate of the error in the faint magnitude claf:;,9es. In Eq. 1, let M = -20,
and let me = 12; Shapiro (1971) showed that substantial incompleteness in the RC is
encountered when mt is taken much fainter than this. Let A be 0.25 mag in the polar
directions. Then rm for the complete search at M = -20 is =22 Mpc in the polar direc-
tions, and smaller in other directions. But if H = 50, galaxies within about 14 Mpc have
v < 700 km see-' , so this portion of the volume searched is represented in AK70 only
j	 by galaxies in Holmberg's photometric catalog, and there must be appreciable incom-
pleteness here. From Eq. 3 we find that this portion of the volume is only about 30% of
the total, so the AK70 estimate of < 25% error is probably correct for M = 20, even at
H = 50. But for M = -19, we have r. = 14 Mpc, so that at this M, essentially the entire
sample is drawn from the Holmberg list, and there must be substantial incompleteness.
At even fainter M we are dealing with galaxies even nearer, and here, as AK70 pointy
out, Holmberg's list is likely to be fairly complete. But there remains the likelihood
of a sizable incompleteness effect around M = -19. It seems unwise to exclude RC
galaxies with low v in this way, because the sample is already too limited, They can
be included, and. the errors in magnitude assignments introduced by peculiar velocities
can be corrected., if one wishes, by the Eddington technique (K61, Sc76).
Another kind of incompleteness is present in the work of AK70, since their sample
is not in fact magnitude-limited (no m t has. been imposed). To deal with this, AK70
use an interesting method of "partial space densities" which has been applied by
Arakelyan (1973, 1975) in other contexts. When a distance r and an absolute magnitude
M have been assigned to each sample galaxy, those; galaxies in a given narrow interval
(M, M + dM) are arranged in a sequence k = 1, 2, 3, ... , in order of increasing r. The
kth partial density is calculated as
(Pk (M)dM - k (4w 3 ?-r rk ) -1 ,	 (4)
where n is the solid angle included in the survey. Thus the density is estimated over
larger and larger volumes. At sufficiently small k (small distances) the sample at this
M is assumed to be essentially complete, but the sample is small. At some large k, the
partial densities will drop off rapidly due to the onset of incompleteness. The true density
(the- LF) should then be estimated from the O's just prior to the dropoff. If a sample
size k large enough for statistical reliability is thereby obtained, the determination
should be a good one.
There is a pitfall in this method which is most easily made clear by use of a figure.
Figure 1 shows the positions of galaxies in a hypothetical sample obtained in one galac-
tic hemisphere in a "small" magnitude interval (M, M + 01). To obtain a plane figure
I have rotated the sample about the galactic polar axis, projecting the galaxies onto
one quadrant of a meridional plane. (Note that this projection produces a surface density
of galaxies which increases with diatEmce from the polar aids.) The straight line shows
the restriction I b I > 20 0
 imposed by AK70. Curve a is the outer boundary r. of the
hourglass volume V(M) given by Eq. 3 when m ,t
 is set equal to 12.0, a nominal limit of
completeness for the RC(S71). Within this . boundary the sample should then be nearly
complete; outside it (since AK70 impose no magnitude limit m t ) some outlying galaxies
in the RC are present in the sample, but their space density decreases. If AK70 form.
,Y.
area about the polar axis. This volume lies within the sphere of radius r A and is
therefore included in Eq. 4. But it lies outside curve a and therefore is in a sense
missing from the survey, for the RC will have substantial incompleteness here. The
estimate will therefore drop below the true LF. If instead the sphere (and estimate)
are extended, say to galaxy B, this effect becomes more. pronounced. By this point in
the sequence, the dropoff will be noticed, and the sequence will be truncated at a nearer
point. Indeed, the incompleteness begins at galaxy C! But because of the shape of
curve a, its onset is gradual, and with the presence of statistical fluctuations in a sam-
ple of moderate size it is doubtful whether the incompleteness can be recognized even
by the time galaxy A is reached. Thus there is a tendency to underestimate the true
LF. This kind of error is not large when I b I > 20°; the fractional error depends upon
how the truncation is decided but should not exceed N ° 1 " 2 , where N is the number of
sample galaxies interior to galaxy C. The method of AK70 could be refined to eliminate
this error by using the function r/r, r, in arranging the sequence of galaxies and using
(r/rm ) 3 V(M) as the volume divisor in Eq. 4. I have discussed this source of error at
some length because it is interesting in principle. The incompleteness error due to
the condition v > 700 is likely to be much larger in practice.
The exclusion applied by AK70 for the Virgo cluster is an unusually large one.
They exclude the entire slice of right ascension 11 h < a < 13h5, which contains not only
the Virgo cluster, but also the U Ma, C Vn and Conga groups (de Vaucouleurs 1975) and
indeed the entire supergalactic equator in. the northern hemisphere (Abell 1975; RC;
de Vaucouleurs 1976). Exclusions of this kind are explicitly intended to cut out known
inhomogeneities, but the exclusion of every area of the sky where clumping is perceived
i
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would certainly produce an underestimate of the mean density of galaxies if they were
Poisson-distributed. It is not clear whether this choice by AK70 is better or worse
than the smaller exclusions applied in other papers. We must be aware of the difference.
E. Hol. nberg (1974, Ho74)
This is the most unorthodox paper. The date is deceptive, for the work was com-
pleted in 1969. Holmberg's approach is to seek a LF for small groups by counting faint
neighbors of 160 prominent spirals on Sky Survey plates. No new redshifts are obtained,
and so the satellites cannot be identified individually; they are only counted statistically
by comparison with nearby control fields. (This comparison constitutes a subtratAive
correction for optical pairs.) For lack of photometry of the satellites, their absolute
magnitudes M must be obtained indirectly: Their major diameters are derived from
their angular sizes on the plates and the distance moduli of their prominent spiral
neighbors (for H = 80). The known correlation between diameter and luminosity then
gives approximate M's. The corrections for optical pairs are large at faint M. Mag-
nitudes are on Holm;berg's system, and an absorption 
.9 = 0.25 is assumed.
This procedure yields a relative LF for galaxies in small groups. Holmberg omits
the prominent spirals themselves and includes only the companions in deriving the LF;
since the groups are discovered through the presence of a bright spiral in each, in-
cluding them would obviously bias the sample toward bright galaxies. The resulting
sample size is 274. The work is especially valuable in that the LF derived extends to
absolute magnitudes as faint as M? -12. A separate normalization is performed, using
bright nearby galaxies as in K61, to get an absolute LF for "field" galaxies. The method
implies, and the results suggest, that the LF for small, groups is identical to that for
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the field. The sample F-=ze for Holmberg's normalization is only 83,.3o that a frac-
tional error -(83)-a/ 2 may be present.
Now simply omitting the prominent spirals cannot yield a perfectiy unbiased sample.
Though each small group can then be regarded as a random sample from the LF, each
one of these samples is subject to the condition that no galaxy brighter than its omitted
spiral be present. The omitted galaxies are heavily concentrated toward the bright end
(M -< -20 for H = 50), so the resulting LF is bound to be relatively too low in this domain.
Holmberg's omission of the bright spirals is thus in fact a bit of an overcorrection. He
did not discuss this effect. But the sample contains too few bright galaxies for a good
determination at the bright end anyway, and the overcorrection does not affect the faint
end, where the method provides valuable information to supplement that given by the
standard p:•ocedure.
F. Turner and Gott (1976b, TG76)
In this paper too the object is to extract a LF for small groups. Turner and Gott
(1.976x) study galaxies in the Zwicky Catalogue brighter than mz = 14, excluding the
regions 8 < 0 0 and b < +40°. They devise an algorithm for identifying 103 clumps of
galaxies on the sky, which they then treat as real physical groups. In the present
paper (1976b). they discard those groups having no members with measured z. For
the remaining 63 groups, they derive group distances from the mean redshifts for
members, the redshifts being taken from Nilson (1973). A Hubble constant H = 50 is
assumed, and galactic absorption is neglected (at b > +40°). A relative LF (a histogram)
for these assumed group members can then be drawn. The sample size is 642, but be-
_	 cause of the peculiar weighting system adopted, the statistical errors are larger than
ON
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1this number would suggest; the sample includes the large Virgo cluster (238 of 842
members), which for this purpose is classified by the authors as a small group, but
this cluster receives only a small statistical weight. The authors realize that "un-
known biases" may be introduced in excluding 40 groups without measured z's. It
appears, in particular, that this should bias the remaining sample in favor of highly
luminous galaxies. Another problem in this work is that, unlike Holmberg, the authors
make no corrections for foreground and background galaxies; they realize that the re-
sults are therefore unreliable at the extreme bright and faint ends.
In a third paper (Gott and Turner 1976) the authors normalize this relative LF to
obtain an absolute LF for field galaxies. Since their normalization is explicitly non-
local., I defer discussion of it to Part VI.
IV. CORRECTIONS FOR INTERCOMPARISON
It is tempting to make an immediate graphical comparison of these nine LF's.
Such a naive comparison is possible but not very enlightening, because the discrep-
ancies are large. Before a useful comparison can be made, it is necessary to correct
the results for the variety of assumptions introduced by the several authors. Four
principal corrections must be made:
1. For differing values of the Hubble constant H;
2. For differing magnitude systems;
3. For differing absorption functions A(i );ti
4. For inclination effects in the analysis (.K61 only).
Fortunately these corrections can all be made, at least to first order, by horizontal
and vertical shifts on the usual logarithmic graph. It will be useful to think of them in
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terms of a set of "standard assumptions." For example, as regards correction ( 1), let
us adopt H = 50 km see" Mpc- I as a standard value of H. As shown explicitly by K61,
correction (1) to any other value of H is easy:4
l `^ g zo`so M - 5 loglo 5 ] = log to^'H (M) .. 3 login 50
	
(5)
Thus if we have a LF 0H derived with H 50, and we plot the right-hand side of Eq. 5
against the quantity M - 5 log 1.0 H/50, we obtain a graph of login so (1Vl) versus its
argument M. This is just a horizontal and vertical displacement on the logarithmic
graph of P H (M) versus M. The correction is exact insofar as the assigned luminosities
of the sample galaxies are aH -2 . This is true of practically all the galaxies used in
these papers.
As regards magnitude systems, most workers have used the B (0) system of the RC,
which I adopt as standard. Three papers ( B61, K61, Ho74) use magnitudes which are
essentially or entirely on Holmberg ' s photographic system m pg . The difference has
sometimes been ignored. in LF comparisons but is sub stantial, mainly because mpg is
effectively a large-aperture magnitude. A recent study by Huchra. ( 1976) shows that
B(0) - m pg + 0. 34	 (6)
is a good approximation. This is roughly what would be expected from the discussion in
the RC. An exact relation  would of course contain additional terms, including a small
color term, for the photographic and blue bands are not identical. Huchra found the
scale difference between B (0) and mpg to be negligible. Equation 6 corresponds to a
horizontal (rightward) displacement of a LF curve, and I adopt this correction.
4Relation (5) is Misprinted in C75.
5The relation given by Sandoge and Tornmann ( 3974) omits the qpertu,re Correction and should be used
only in conjunction with an aperture- correction curve such as that in the RC; otherwise it clashes with
Eq. 6.
1.6
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The remaining paper ( TG76) uses the Zwicky magnitudes m Z. The Zwicky mag-
nitude scale has been studied by Kron and Shane (1976), Rubin et al. (1976), and Huchra
(1976), and the results are in only rough agreement. The situation is complicated, for there
appears to be some scale error. Huchra finds a mean relation
B(0) = 0. 886m z + 1. 315	 (7)
for his sample, but with large scatter .6
 Kron and Shane find that there are large dif-
ferences between the magnitude corrections applicable to Volume 1 and to Volumes
2-6 of the Zwicky Catalogue. A more extensive investigation is necessary, for much
use is being made of the Zwicky galaxy counts. In the meantime we may use Eq. 7 to
transpose the TG76 histogram roughly to the B(0) system. To first order I simply
choose a characteristic mean value iz for the galaxies in the histogram. For a com-
plete magnitude-limited sample, this value, for every class in M, would be near the
limit (mz ),t = 14. But with the TG76 selection criteria it will be somewhat brighter.
I choose m z ^ 13 and find, from Eq. 7,
Ms(o) ' M z - 0. 17.	 (E,
This is a leftward transposition of the LF, and the rough correction is not more accu-
rate than ±0.1 mag. Qualitatively we can say from Eq. 7 that the leftward motion of
the points should be somewhat less at the bright-M end, and somewhat more at the
faint end; i.e., in the second approximation the correction for Zwicky scale error
would steepen the TG76 LF slightly in transposing it to B(0) magnitudes.
6The rms scatter is o- =0." mag. The constant 1.315 was supplied by Huchra (private communication).
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Theorists should note that none of these magnitudes necessarily corresponds to
the asymptotic, or total, magnitude of a galaxy, which is still a matter of controversy.
I offer some farther comments on this in Part VI.
The third correction, for differing absorption functions AQ), is also made (ap-
proximately) by a hor izontal displacement. If we have a LF cp(M) derived for an ab-
sorption A(x) and we wish to obtain the LF ¢ 5 (M} corresponding to a "standard"
absorption A g (?) , the relationship is
(P,(M+(A-Asy	 (9)
where (A - A) is a weighted mean difference between the two functions. Thus a graph
of the given p (M} versus the quantity M + (A - A S ) is a graph of ¢ 5 (M) versus its
argument M. This is a horizontal displacement. Since it is often asserted (C75, Kiang
1976) that this displacement should be vertical, I give a rigorous proof of Eq. 9 in the
Appendix. The result is approximate and is only v Jid when the sample is large and the
function A(r) - A 5 (ti) remains appropriately close to its mean value. That the result
is physically correct may easily be seen from the following simple argument. Let a
function A (r} be assumed, and suppose that the absolute magnitudes M of a very large
sample of galaxies have been determined therefrom. Consider the subset of sample
galaxies lying in a narrow interval dM around a given value M. These galaxies are
sprinkled more or less uniformly through an hourglass volume. Now suppose a new
function A,, Q) is adopted. For simplicity let A A 5 = 0.1 mag, independent of direc-
tion. These galaxies now all shift faintward in M by 0.1 mag, but the volume associated
with them does not change, because its bounding surface, is fixed by the redshift of the
most distant galaxy in this subset in each direction. The histogrammatic point given
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by this subset of galaxies then shifts horizontally (faintward) but not vertically on the
graph, because neither N nor V changes. This is the physical content of Eq. 9.
As standard absorption function I choose
ABS (^) = 0.25 csc ( b	 (10)
in the B system. From Eqs. A13 and A10, and the absorptions used by the various
authors, I estimate the following corrections (A s - AHs) , in magnitudes: B61 0.00,
S71 -0.01, C75 0.00, Sc76 -0.18, HS73 -0.01, K61 0,02, AK70 0.00, Ho74 0.02, TG76
-0.31. Christensen's (C75) LF calculated directly for the absorption in Eq. 10 is ob-
tainable from him privately, and I have used this, so that the correction becomes zero,
as shown. These corrections are all very small e.--.ept for TG76 and Sc76, who assumed
considerably less absorption.
As pointed out earlier, Kiang (K61) introduced an inclination term into his absolute.
magnitudes. To undo the effect of this, .a fourth correction is necessary for his L,7 only.
I content myself with the simplest appropriate correction, Tamely a horizonta :L (right-
ward) translation of his points. An average of the corrections used by Kiang [Holmberg
x`
	
	 1958) over galaxy types and inclinations, weighted by the numbers of galaxies of various
types in his sample Humason, Ma all and Sand age 1956 , gives o M - 0.18 ; 0.2 m (	 Y	 ^	 )	 ag.
The correction is probably not more accurate than this. Shectman (1973) Used
i	 i	 1	 f(	 I
most cases and are shown for a few points, but most are omitted to preserve clarity
in the figure. Error flags represent factors 1 t N 1 li2 , where N i is the number of
galaxies in the ith bin, and are shown if the N i are reported. These statistical error
flags are appropriate for comparing an observed histogram with an analytical fit, but
the comparison between two histograms should be closer than these flags would sug-
gest, because there is great overlap in the samples, and remaining statistical differences
should'ise mainly from different 'binning.
Two analytical fits are shown, those by K61 and Sc76. These have been corrected
to the standard assumptions in the same way as the histogrammatic points. Each of
these fits included an Eddington correction, and each used three free parameters. Kiang
used a rather ill-determined maximum luminosity as one of his three parameters; the
vertical dotted asymptote shows its cnowm value. He did not seek a best-fit analytical
form in the faint-magnitude range, preferring to adopt Z wir.ky's form q5
 
« dex 0.2M
there. This gives a straight line on the figure, which joins (with discontinuous slope)
to Kiang's cubic at x = --20.45.
In magnitude units (usual for 4)), the function proposed by Schechter (1976) in his
Eq. 1 takes the form
a+1¢r(M)dM = S P*tn 10 [dex (M^ - M)
	
exp dex 
S 
( M* -M)]dM,	 {11)
and Schechter finds	 0.005, lqa(o) = -20.6, a = -5/4. Cuzversion to our standard
assumptions cranes MB(o) to -20.78 and yields the solid curve in Figure 2, which has
the following equation for ordinate y vs. abscissa x:
_t!4	 2Y 1pg^bOW= iaglo 0.002tn 10 [dex (-20.7$-x)	 exg dex5 (-20.7$-x.) •{12)
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This form of cp (x) is, curiously, a special case of a form once suggested by bang (1966).
At the bright end it is essentially a double exponential. At the faint end the logarithmic
curve has asymptotic sib;?@ (-2/5) (a+ 1), which for Schechter's a= -5/4 is 0.1, i.e.
q5 « dex O.1M. The parameter a is thus a measure of this slope. Schechter's other
two parameters (P * and M* give the normalization and the position of the exponential
dropoff, respectively.
The agreement between these two analytical fits is rather good considering that the
papers are separated by fifteen years and use different methods. In fact either curve
Ries close to most of the recent histogrammatic points. This shows immediately that
Kiang's own (1976) recent comparison must be in error. Kiang performed our corree-
tion 3 improperly, having. introduced a renormalization (i.e. a vertical displacement of
his curve), whereas I have 8 sown above that the correct displacement is horizontal.
Far more important, he omitted corrections 2 and 4, which in this case give together
a horizontal displacement of 0.54 mag. This immediately brings Kiang's 1961 curve
into good agreement with the recent results, as shown in Figure 2.
My approach will be to adopt Schechter's convenient result as a standard and com-
pare the others to it. Note first of all the relation between Schechter's curve and his
own .points	 , whose consequence it is. The curve lies above the points near the knee,
where the error flags are small, but below the points at both extremes of the magnitude
range, where the error flags are large. This is expected by users of the Eddington cor-
rection; the correction undoes the effect of errors in determination of the magnitudes,
which errors tend to remove galaxies from the . well-populated bins and add too many
galaxies to the end bins where the expected nwnbe_rs are smaller. We should remember
this in judging the fit of a curve like Schechter's to any .set of histogrammatic points.
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The sample of HS73 is identical to Schechter's, and that of C75 is rather similar.
Y:.
These points agree rather well with his and are therefore fitted by his analytical curve,
especially in Che region where the error flags are small. Shapiro's (571) points scatter
more (two at M = -20.52 and -20.02 lie surprisingly low) and appear a little lower on
average; Shapiro's sample is a little deeper [B(0),t = 121, and his analysis suggests that
an incompleteness effect of !20%Q (0.1 in the logarithm) might be present. Still, his re-
salts are not too far from Schechter's.
Van den Bergh's (B61) points lie systematically low by a factor of 1.5 to 2, whicl-
indicates a normalization error in his much-quoted paper. This too may be an incom-
pleteness effect. His sample extended to m p, = 12 [ B(0) _ 1.2.341. Shapiro's work
suggests an incompleteness effect of = 40% if the RC is used to this level, and van den
Bergh's catalog is older than the RC. On the other hand, van den Bergh's calculation
of effective volume may have been faulty. After a renormalization the B61 points would
apparently be in good agreement with Schechter's.
Kiang's (K61) points are in good agreement with Schechter's for M > -21, but are
significantly lower for M < -21, i.e. Kung's results indicate fewer bright galaxies.
(Note the discrepancy at M = -21.6, and the small error flags.) This steep part of the
LF is where the shortcomings of our first-order correction for the differing absorptions,
and. especially of our attempt to undo Kiang's inclination corrections, will be most ap-
parent. But there may be other reasons for this difference. Recall that Kiang's sample
is less complete but deeper. The surface-brightness effect on completeness will tend,
t^
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if anything, to favor discovery of galaxies of high luminosity (though this may be can-
celled to some extent by the bias against spirals discussed in part MC). We seek a
more cony€acing reason for the relative paucity of bright galaxies in Kiang's sample.
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Consider the relative depths of the two surveys, as given by Eq. 1. Kiang took
(m pg ),' = 15. For Ms(o) = -22.6, i.e. M pg = -22.94, and taking A pg = 0.24, we have
r, . 350 Mpc. Thus Kiang's survey reaches deeper at the bright end than any known
scale of inhomogeneity in the universe (Peebles and Hauser 1.974, Abell 1975). Schechter's
survey, like most others, stops at B(0) ,t 4 11.75 and reaches only r, - 70 Mpc. At
Ma(e) _. --21.6, the respective depths are 220 Mpc and 45 Mpc. If Kiang's points fall
below Schechter's at the bright end, it may indicate (i) that the mean density of bright
galaxies is less than that in the local inhomogeneity, or even (ii) thet the entire LF
should be normalized downward to get the mean over large regions. The Schechter LF
is, on the latter interpretation, too high because of local enhancement. The points be-
tween M = --21 and -23 suggest that this factor could be ^-2.
If we believe that the field LF also applies to clusters, then we might prefer the
former interpretation (i) because of Schechter's finding that his LF predicts a non-
existent correlation between the richnesses of clusters and the luminosities of their
brightest galaxies. A steeper slope at the bright end would ease this discrepancy. But
a re-examination of the problem by Geller and Peebles (1976) indicates that Schechter's 	 1
function is, after all, steep enough to fit the data.
The following conclusions may be drawn: (i) For M > -21, Kiang's data are con-
sistent with the Schechter LF. (ii) For M < -21, Kiang's data provide weak evidence
tha, either (a) the true LF on a scale > 100 Mpc falls off more rapidly than Schechter's,
or (b) the true .
 LF on a. scale >1.910 Mpc should be normalized about a factor of two lower
than Schechter's. This evidence is not strong because of the various corrections in-
volved and the difficulties in Kiang's sophisticated procedure, and the LF must be re-
garded as quite uncertain at M < -21. Little further progress can be made until the
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sample is much enlarged. It would be interesting to obtain a complete sample of non-
local field galaxies at some distance. Such a project is afoot (R. P. Kirshner, A. Oemler,
Jr., and P. L. Schechter, private communication).
The Holmberg (HoU) points are seen to be in good agreement with Schechter's.
Holmberg's two brightest points should probably be r;dsed somewhat to undo the bias
against bright galaxies discussed in Part IIIE, and this would then imply a small down-
ward renormaliz ation of all his points. The agreement with Schechter's curve, which
is good, might even be improved a little by this change. Note that at the faint end
(M > -16; note inset of Fig. 2) the Holmberg points provide unique information, and
favor Schechter's form qbm dex 0.1M over the Zwicky form dex 0.2M adopted by Kiang.
Christensen's points shown in this domain represent galaxies of the Local group and
give no information about the large-scale LF, as he realized.
In the range -20.5 < M < -18.5, the data of AK70 are substantially discrepant from
all other results. Several sources of error in this work were discussed in Part IIID.
It was pointed out that incompleteness in the local sample as selected could depress the
curve in the intermediate-luminosity range.
We should note that AK's exclusion of the supergalactic equator will also act in the
same way. Inspection of the maps prepared by van den Bergh (1960) shows that the con-
centration of neighboring galaxies toward the supergalactic equator is strong only for
galaxies in a certain distance range (roughly D 15-25 Mpc for H = 50); nearer and
more distant galaxies are more isotropically distributed. In this situation, exclusion
of this region of solid angle will depress the derived LF in the intermediate range of
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is excluded in determining a LF, the very faint region of the derived LF will not be
affected, because faint galaxies at a distance as great as 20 Mpc do not appear in a
magnitude-selected sample anyway. The very bright region will also be unaffected,
because bright galaxies are seen in the sample to distances >> 20 Mpe and their num-
ber is affected little by a local perturbation. The intermediate region, however, will
be depressed, in a manner depending upon the completeness of the sample. Qualitatively
this is the effect observed in the AK70 LF.
From this argument we cannot say, however, that exclusion of the supergalactic
equator is erroneous. We can only say that exclusion and inclusion give different re-
salts for the shape of the LF. If the true LF has a uniform shape everywhere in space,
this shape can be unfolded from a sample by the standard procedure provided we choose
a part of the sky where the normalization parameter of the LF ((k * in Eq. 11) has the
same value at all distances. This would suggest avoidance of the supergalactic equator.
But we should also avoid any "holes," and this is nontrivial. The problem of the local
LF and that of the local spatial distribution of gal . ,.xies are intertwined in the local
sample, and await successful. disentanglement. Another approach to this is discussed
in Part VI.
All these effects in the work of AK should be smaller if a deeper sample be used,
extending beyond local inhomogeneities. Arakelyan (private communication) has re-
cently repeated the analysis of AK70, using a new sample; all galaxies of known red-
shift in the Zwicky Catalogue. The histogrammatic points obtained by him are shown
in Figure 2, after adjustments. These results are closer to those of other investigators
than to the points of AK70, though there is still a small depression in the curve between
M = -19 and -20. Details of this work are not yet published. Kung's deep sample does
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not show the dip, and it must be regarded as doubtful, though it should be looked for in
future samples.
The last set of data shown in Figure 2, displaced arbitrarily along the vertical axis,
is the relative (non-normalized) LF for small groups derived by TG76 and discussed in
Part IQF. The points in parentheses are regarded by the authors as "not trustworthy."
The solid line is their best renormalization of the Schechter function (Eq. 12) to these
data. Turner and Gott found the fit unsatisfactory, and proposed a flatter function (broken
line), obtained by setting a = -1 and Mz = -20.85 in Schechter's general form (Eq. 11).
The question arises whether the departure of these data from Schechter's own func-
tion is significant. The groups studied by Ho74 should be rather similar to those of
TG76, but we have seen that the LF of Ho74 is well fitted by the Schechter function. As
pointed out in Part MF, it appears that Holmberg's corrections for bias and for fore-
ground and background galaxies give his work some advantages. The TG76 sample is
quite likely biased toward bright galaxies, and this is seen to be the sense in which the
results depart from the Schechter function. From this comparison it seems that the
evidence for a departure from the Schechter LF (Eq. 12) in small groups, or for any
difference between LF's in small groups and in the general "field," is very weak.
V1.  A NEW NORMALIZATION
We have seen that, while spatial inhomogeneities may complicate deter-
mination of the shape of the field-galaxy LF, several methods seem to con-
verge on a shape not very different from the convenient analytical -Dorm pro-
posed'by'Schechter (1976'.. The proper large-scale normalization of this func-
tion is, however, still in doubt. it appears that a normalization based on
prominent (RC) galaxies may give a value too high by roughly a factor of two
due to the yinfluence of the local supercluster.
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In this respect the work of Gott and Turner (1976) is of interest
F.` (see Figure 3).	 Examining the Zwicky Catalogue in the east and west halves
r	 °,6>00) and inaof a large portion of	 he north galactic cap (b >}40
smaller portion of the south galactic cap (b < - 40°, s > 0 0 ), they noted
the following:	 If galaxies are distributed uniformly in Euclidean space,.
and if magnitude corrections such as scale correction, the K correction and
evolutionary corrections can be neglected, we expect the number of galaxies
in the field brighter than m to follow the law
A N(< m)	 -	 dex 0.6m	 (13)
The counts in the Zwicky Catalogue in east and south obey this law,
and the numbers of galaxies per steradian N/Q are rather similar, implying
r
a uniform density. 	 The counts in the west are much higher and depart from
t;
law (13) in the way expected for a local enhancement. 	 This region contains
t: the Virgo cluster and the supergalactic equator.	 It is clear that the west
suffers from local contamination, but it seems that the east and south may
give a fairly good sample of a uniform population. Gott and Turner therefore
use east and south (with peculiar weights) to normalize their luminosity
function to N(< m Z ), picking m  = 14.
This procedure is obviously ad hoc, but no alternative systematic
method of 4valuating the large-scale average density has been proposed. It
might seem that the differential galaxy count dMJ (dmdst) evaluated at rather
faint mZ , say =14, should give a good measure of the space density of dis-
tant galaxies independent of the local supercluster. Unfortunately
dN/(dmdR), like N itself, shows a sizable asymmetry between east and
west in the Zwicky galaxy counts as analyzed by Gott and Turner (1976,
and E. L. Turner, private communication; cf.Soneira and Peebles
1976, Table 1). Apparently the differential count, even at m  = 14, is
Y"
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still perturbed by local galaxies. Another objection to the differential
procedure is that taking a differential degrades the statistics.
I adopt the method of Gott and Turner, using their integral
counts	 N(< m Z ) in east and south to normalize the l.F, but I drop
their peculiar weighting scheme and add some refinements. It has been
pointed out by R. M. Soneira ( private communication) that all such
counts should be adjusted for errors in the Zwicky magnitude scale.
This subject has already arisen in Part IV, where the approximate
relations ( 7) and (8) were used to transpose the s hape of the Turner
and Gott EF. The corrections are perhaps not well known, but as they
are large (ti 0.5 mag in some cases), it is essential to make a stab at
least.. In recalibrating the integral counts we can apply conveniently
the more detailed corrections derived by Kron and Shane ( 1976) rather
than Eqs. 7 and 8 (from Huchra 1976). Huchra's corrections agree with
those of Kron and Shane in a general way, but not in detail. In general
the corrections Am tabulated by Kron and Shane depend upon m  but also
differ between Vol. l and Vols. 2-6 of the Zwicky Catalogue. For this
reason, Am for a given m  is different in different regions of the sky.
Things are simpler if we choose mZ
 ,- 14.45, for here Am ti - 0.17 in all
volumes. Then we have
mpe a; 14.45 - 0.17 ti 14.28 	 (14)
where mpe is a corrected mean photoelectric magnitude derived by Kron
and Shane. It differs from the Holmberg magnitude mpg by an offset
ti 0.12 mag ( Kron and Shane ' s aperture corrections to m pg are negligible),
and so, using Eq. 6, we have
B(0) ^ 14.45 - 0.17 - 0.12 + 0.34 = 14.50
	
(15)
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Then
NE+S [B(0) t 14.501 = t1E+S (mZ < 14.45) = 786	 (1.6)
where the last number comes from the galaxy counts (E. L. Turner, private
communication). A different
	
relationship will hold at any other value
of mZ . Furthermore, a different result would be obtained from Huchra's
relationship, as I shall show later. A more extensive investigation of
the Zwicky magnitudes is badly needed.
We may use Eq. 16 to normalize the LF by assuming Schechter's general
form (Eq. 11), predicting the expected count E(NE+S ), and matching it
to Eq, 16 to evaluate ^*. This is similar to the approach of Gott and
Turner, who however neglected both the K correction and galactic absorption.
The K correction is surprisingly large at mZ > 14, and it is useful to
evaluate the correction to first order at least because it helps us
judge the size of similar effects such as the evolutionary correction.
I neglect space curvature, which is a smaller effect (Brown and Tinsley 1974).
The calculation is most easil^t made by casting Eq. 11 into the
alternative guise
O(L/L*) d(L/L*) = o*(L/L*) a exp (-L/L*) d(L/L*)
	 (17)
and generalizing the integrals of Gott and Turner. With a K correction em K,
the K-corrected form r' of the quantity rm in Eq. 1 becomes
r'(M,t)	 dex (-0.2amK ') dex C0.2(m ., - M - 25 - AI
= dex (-0.2am K ') rm (M,r	 (18)
if Am 
K '
 
is the correction for a galaxy at distance r'. We have (cf. Gott
and Turner 1976)
EC N (m m.,) ] 
= f ft Q^ [L*] p
r 1 r
z dr d (^*
	
(19)
)
where n is solid angle. For an approximate K correction in the blue,
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I set
AM  = K8
 z	 ,
	 (20)
where z is redshift and K8 is some constant. Then the quantity r' can
be written
r' KV = dex E-0.2 Kgz' (M,t)7 (L/L*) rm(M*,t)
	 (21)
where
Z ' (M,ti) = He -1 r' (19,h	 (22)
Let
^ = 0.2(i'n 10) KBHc- 1 = 0.2(tn 10)Kgz' (r') -1 	 (23)
Now the redshifts of galaxies counted in a survey are typically small.
The redshift z' in Eq. 22 cannot be small for all values of M, but perhaps
we could neglect the contribution to the galaxy counts from galaxies with M
so bright that z` Af 1. If so, then for Kg not too large we can assume fir' <<1,
and the exponential in Eq. 21 can be expanded. Imposing the somewhat stronger
condition that
4crm MH < 1	 (?q)
for the galaxies of importance in the counts, expanding Eq. 21, integrating
the Schechter form of 0 (Eq. 17) in Eq. 19, and dropping terms of higher than
first order in &rm , we find
E[N(m <m,)] ti o*[3 (a 2) f rm3 (M*,r) dQ - ^r(a+3) 	 rmy (M*,ti)ds^	 , (25)%
where rm
 is the uncorrected form in Eq. 1 and depends on m. and A( , ) as well
as M*. The second term on the right-hand side of Eq.. 25 contains the small para-
meter C and therefore is the first-order K correction.
The integrals in Eq. 25 can be put into more transparent forms:
f rm '(M*,ti)dsi = dex 0.6(m. - M* - 25) f dex E-0.6A(i}^dst 	 ;	 (26)
f rm''(M*,^)dn = dex 0.8(m. - M* - 25) f dex E-0.8A(ti)IdR	 (27)
The coefficients are known when ma and M* are given. The integrals
ti
.	 .
Z
.	 .	 .
^.M
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remaining on the right-hand sides, which we may call 1 3 and I4 , are numbers
generally of order unity which may be computed from the absorption law and the
solid angle. For example, with the cosecant law of Eq. 2, integral I 3 takes
the following form for the Gott and Turner "east" region (in 1950 coordinates):
13 - f
tan-1C-1 
dex( -0.6a csc x) [n + cos -1 (C tan x)] cos x dx
2,r/ 9
+ f'r/2	 dex( -0.6a csc x) ,r cos x dx	 (28)
tan-IC-1
where C _= tan 27024.0'. I 3 and I4 have both been computed for the "east" and
"south" regions for several values of a, and the results are shown in Table I.
These values and their sums for east plus south are shown in Figure 4, and
smooth curves are drawn through the points.
To proceed with evaluation of o* from Eqs. 16 and 25, we should set
KB
 ti 3
	
(29)
in Eq. 20 (Pence 1976); K8 for giant ellipticals is about 5, but for the spirals
which dominate galaxy counts a smaller mean value is appropriate. Then
c ti 2.304 x 10-4 (H/50) Mpc-1
	
(30)
For Schechter's value a = - 5, we have r(a ) ti 0.9064 and r(a+3) ti 0.9191
(Abramowitz and Stegun 1964, Ch. 6?. Setting the absorption equal to our stand-
and value a = 0.25, we have B(0), = 14.50 and M B(0)* 	 20.78 in Eqs. 26 and
27. Equations 16 and 25 then yield
0* ti 2.20 x 10-3 (H/50) 3	Mpc - 3	(31)
for Schechter's own choice of the form of O(M).
Schechter's own normalization, based on the local (RC) sample, was
* ti 5 x 10-3 for H = 50. Thus the factor of local enhancement in space density
of galaxies is abouta
 2.3. Gunn (1974) inferred a factor 2.5, also
Note that this agrees roughly with the factor of two inferred in Part V from
comparison of Kiang's and Schechter's LF's.
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from the Zwicky galaxy counts; the agreement is somewhat fortuitous, as
Gunn neglected scale error and the K correction and used E + W rather than E
+ S.	 Gott et al. (1974) also -inferred a factor 2.5, this time from the work
of Sandage, Tammann and Hardy (1972), essentially in the region E + W + S..
Again this agreement is somewhat fortuitous, as Gott et al. made no hypothesis
about the Zwicky zero-point error and scale error suggested by Sandage et al.
and omitted the K correction. The work of Sandage et al. is interesting
in itself, for it shows that the Zwicky counts in north ar,d south tend to
merge at the faint end of the catalogue, which strengthens further the impression
of a local enhancement mainly in the northwest.
Another interesting question raised by the work of Sandage et al. is that
of the influence of rich clusters on such a normalization. The LF shape used
has been derived fromnon-rich-cluster^
	
	  
	 galaxies, but the Zwicky Catalogue Includes
rich-cluster galaxies; in particular, the Coma cluster lies in our "east"
r
region. Our normalization (Eq. 31) then includes all galaxies, and strictly
i
speaking is logically inconsistent unless the cluster LF is identical in shape
f
to the field LF. Sandage et al., however, showed that inclusion or exclusion
of the Coma and Ursa Major clouds affects the Zwicky counts per unit area
by only a factor ti dex 0 . 1 or 25%. This suggests that field galaxies dominate99	 g
-	 the counts, so that differences between field and cluster LF's should not
distort the results unless the differences are dramatic. The normalization
V	 parameter ^* in Eq. 31 should nevertheless be thought of as including both
field and cluster galaxies.
From Eq. 31 we may evaluate the large
-scale luminosity density in space, X.:
s4 _ 1'(a + 2) O*L* = r(a + 2)*L^ dex 0.4(M^ - M*)
	 (32)
T
(Sc76). Setting M80 = 5.48 (Allen 1973), and taking a = - 	 (Schechter ' s function
,.	 again) and M* W - 20.78 (having transposed to our standard absorption),8(0)
we find
.L' x 8.60 x 107 (H/50)L4	Mpc"3	 (33)
Theorists should note that this is the luminosity density arising from
sources within the B(0) isophotes of galaxies. The luminosities corresponding
to the "large-aperture" magnitudes m pg of Holmberg are brighter by ti 0.34 mag
x
;d (a factor 1.37) on average (Huchra 1976). In the Second Reference Catalogue,
de Vaucouleurs, de Vaucouleurs and Corwin (1976) derive "as ymptotic" or
y	
"total" magnitudes BT for many galaxies, and they find that these are very
close to mpg , within 0.02 mag in the mean and within ti 0.1 mag in almost all
^f
cases. Graham's (1976) conclusions are similar. This extrapolation, however,
is still controversial. Kron and Shane (1974), relying partly on their own
unpublished data at very large apertures, conclude that the correct extrapolation
to infinite aperture is uncertain and could be as large as a factor of three.
Because of this problem, the "total" luminosity density is still doubtful.
Theorists should also note that X is not a bolometric luminosity, but
a spectral luminosity at the B band, relative to the sun. The reference
figure (Allen 1973) is
L  ti 5.08 x 1029 erg sec-1 V around 4400 R	 (34)
The quantity X is often used as a bookkeeping device for calculating the
cosmic mass density, and in that context it does not matter much what precise
meaning is attached to .L' , provided it is used consistently. This cosmic
bookkeeping is discussed by Gunn (1974) and Gott et al. (1974).
In the calculation leading to Eqs. 31 and 33, the second term of Eq. 25
(i.e. the K correction) is about 7% of the leading term. This validates the
first-order treatment, and it means that the values of 0* and .t derived are
about 7% larger than they would be without a K correction. This figure. of 7%
is larger than might have been expected at B(0) j = 14.5. From Eqs. 26 and
27 we see that the fractional correction is d dex 0.2B(0)tt so that at B(0)t W 16
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p= .
it would be 14%. The correction also becomes larger if a flatter a > -
	
be
chosen (more bright galaxies), as in the LF of TG76. The correction, is, how-
ever, independent of H.
The evolutionary correction in the blue ( Tinsley 1977, and private communi-
cation) is not well determined but is apparently about AmE ti - lz for ellipticals
and may be larger for spirals. Thus it i s opposite to the K correction and Possi-
bly smaller. It will then not play a major role in normalization of the LF pro-
vided we stay at fairly bright m., where the K correction is small.
An interesting feature of this work is that the expected numbers of qalaxies
in east and south separately can be calculated from Eq. 25, and the ratio can be
taken. The result, for our standard cosecant absorption ( a = 0.25), is E(N E )/E(PtS ) =
2.33. The observed ratio (E. L. Turner, private communication) is 551/235 = 2.34.
'i Thus the observed ratio agrees remarkably well with the hypothesis of a rather
l
heavy cosecant absorption. But the statistics are such that we cannot exclude
an expected ratio of 2.23. This is just the ratio of the solid angles (given in
Table I), and it would be the expected ratio for the hypothesis of zero absorp-
tion. A more careful study of the Zwicky scale will be necessary before we can
pursue this calculation to fainter magnitudes and learn about the absorption in
this way.
^^z The number given in Eq. 33 is not well determined because of uncertainties
in the inputs. Let us compare it with earlier determinations and consider the
uncertainties. Shapiro (1971) evaluated Z ; had he applied a K correction and
assumed H = 50, his value would have been ti13 x 10 7 . His determination was lo-
k:
cal; had he divided by 2.3 for local enhancement, he would have obtained ti6 x 1.97
(cf. my 8.6). I noted in Part V that Shapiro's points are a little low compared
^w
with other determinations on Figure 2. This is still a bit of a puzzle, though
it may be partly an incompleteness effect (cf. Part V).
Gott and Turner (1976) obtained .L = 4.7 x 10 7 , substantially smaller than
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Eq. 33. Here the situation is clearer. They chose considerably different values	 a ^
of a, a and M*. It is useful to construct a table showing what happens to the
-_	 9
coefficient in Eq. 33 for various input values of a, a and MB(0)*. The central
entry 8.6 in Table II is marked s and corresponds to the calculation already
made. The two other entries marked s also correspond in essence to Schechter's
own fit but for two other (extreme) choices of a B . When ag is changed, M* for the
Schechter fit must be adjusted as in Eq. 9. In choosing values of M* in the
table I have done this according to
AM* ti - 1.55 (a - 0.25)	 (35)
this relationship arises from Eq. A14, which is roughly characteristic of the LF
determinations in Figure 2.
The remaining entries in the table correspond to extreme variations from
Schechter's choice of fit to the data in Figure 2. I allow M* to change by ± 0.5
mag and a to change by ± a. The entries in parentheses are really poor combina-
tions for fitting most of the data and should probably be rejected. One of these
(4.6) in fact corresponds closely to the fit chosen by TG76 and the number there-
fore agrees well with their 4.7. This fit agrees only with their own LF and should
probably be rejected for reasons discussed in Part V. The flatter curve (a = - 1)
tend's to give a smaller value of Z . The K correction, by the way, is about 9%
in the TG76 case.
Note that a = - 2 corresponds to the Zwicky shape ^ acdex 0.2M at the faint
end. It gives large values of 4 because faint galaxies make a large contribution.
Christensen (1975) assumed an even steeper shape at the faint end and obtained
an even larger Z, which should be rejected in light of the work of Ho74 and others.
The results in Table 11 suggest that plausible values of X are within a fac-
tor I.6 of the value given in Eq. 33. Studies of the LF shape with larger samples
could reduce this uncertainty. On the other hand, an even larger variation is
possible if my corrections (Kron and Shane 1976) to the Zwicky magnitudes at
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m  < 14.45 be in error. If the Huchra relationship (Eq. 7) be used instead, the
result for Schechter's fit, with a, = 0.25, becomes .0 = 15 instead of 8.6. If
Eq. 7 be used again with mzt shifted from 14.45 to 15.45, Z balloons to 26, sug-
gesting an increase in 4 with distance, which is unpalatable. Thus the Huchra
correction at faint magnitudes aggravates ( rather than correcting) a problem with
the Zwicky scale pointed out by Sandage, Tammann 'and Hardy ( 1972). Possibly the
Huchra relationship is too much of a simplification to be reliable at m  > 14.
More study of the Zwicky scale is essential.
VII. SUMMARY
Nine determinations of the luminosity function O(M) of field galaxies must be
adjusted for differences in definitions, and in assumptions regarding magnitude
systems, the nubble constant and absorption, before they can be compared. The
adjustments for magnitude systems and for galactic absorption require particular
attention; the latter is performed to first order by a horizontal displacement
of the LF curve, not by a vertical displacement as sometimes claimed.
After appropriate corrections, the data are in fair agreement, except for
those of Arakelyan and Kalloglyan ( 1970). There are several possible reasons for
this anomaly, chief among which is the likelihood of an incomplete sample at
values of M around 
- 19. Recent unpublished results from Arakelyan are closer to
the consensus of other workers. Van den Bergh ' s (1961) work is affected by in-
completeness or by a normalization error.
The consensus LF is well fitted by the analytical form of Schecht?r (1976)
(my Eq. 11). An alternative form suggested by Turner and Gott (1976b) for small
groups is probably biased toward bright galaxies, and is unreliable at the bright
and faint ends because of a lack of foreground and background corrections. The
work of Holmberg ( 1974) suggests that O(M) at the faint end is closer to Schechter's
^ - dex 0.1M than to Zwicky's form ^, - dex 0.2M or Turner and Gott ' s 0 = constant.
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The ev i dence is very weak for any distinction based on LF shape between general
"field" galaxies and galaxies explicitly in small groups.
Schechter's normalization, being local, is probably too high for a ',arge-
scale mean. The results of Kiang (1961) suggest that the factor !fPcal ^uper-
cluster) enhancement in Schechter's sample may be tit. A further investigation
of the large-scale normalization, using integral counts in the Zwicky Catalogue
in the galactic northeast and south, where Gott and Turner (1976) suggest that
the distribution of galaxies is approximately homogeneous, implies that this fac-
tor is about 2.3. This normalization is carried out at Zwicky magnitude m Z = 14.4.5
and incorporates a galactic absorption 0.25 csclbl, a first-order K correction,
and a recalibration of the Zwicky scale given by Kron and Shane (1976). The K
correction is of order 5% to 10%. (Evolutionary corrections are o pposite in sign
to the K correction and possibly somewhat 	 smaller.) The resulting nominal
value of Z, the mean luminosity density in the universe, is 8.6 x 107(H/50)L0Mpc-3.
This is a spectral luminosity at the blue band (not a bolometric luminosity) and
refers to the luminosity arising within the B(0) isophotes of galaxies. The total
blue emission from galaxies, including the outer parts, is greater by ti0.36 mag
if conservative extrapolations are correct, and could be even greater. The quan-
tity Z includes rich-cluster galaxies as well as field galaxies, with fiei.d
galaxies apparently making the major contribution.
The value of Z depends upon the galactic absorption coefficient a  and upon
the values of the Schechter parameters a and M* chosen to fit the LF. Calcula-
tions for reasonable input parameters show that Z is probably within a factor
1.6 of the nominal value above. After correction tar local enhancement, Shaoiro's
(1971) X, agrees tolerably well with the nominal value. Gott and Turner (1976)
obtained a smaller Z because they assumed an LF which fits their own data but
is too flat to fit the consensus. Christensen (1975) obtained a larger Z by
assuming an LF too steep at the faint end to fit Holmberg's results.
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A greater change in Z could occur if the Kron and Shane recalibration of
the Zwicky scale were seriously in error. The galaxy counts suggest thzt the
alternative recalibration by Huchra (1076) is not reliable at m Z > 14. The
homogeneity postulated in northeast and south cannot be verified until the
i
Zwicky scale is well understood.
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APPENDIX: CORRECTING A DERIVED LF FOR A
CHANGE IN THE ABSORPTION FUNCTION
Let the correct galactic absorption be A(ti). I assume that galaxies are
distributed homogeneously according to some true LF ^(M), but that a very large
sample (I ignore statistical effects) has been analyzed with an assumed (but in-
correct) absorption A i (r), yielding an incorrect LF ^ 1 (M). Given 0 1 , Al and A,
can we find d)?
Let 00i(M) be the LF that would be derived from galaxies in solid-angle
element AQi only, on the assumption that A(^,) = 0. This 0 0i is derived from
a count of the number of sample galaxies per unit M in Ann having magnitudes
near M and a calculation of the volume searched at M in Asti, always assuming
A() = 0
00) = Npv 	 (A1)
Now from the physical argument in the main text it follows that the true LF ^
is given by
^(M) = ^Oj EM + A Qi (AZ)
the absorption A() is by hypothesis the correct one. The homogeneity of 0 then
guarantees that the same' will be obtained on the LHS for every direction .L.
The function ^l corresponding to the assumed absorption Al will be
NOi CM + A ( } ]
^(M)_N M _
1	 V1 M	 E V Oi EM + Al ti ]
i
E 00i EM + A 1 (^)] VO E.M + A 1 (r^ )]
E VOA. EM + A l 4. ]
i
E t CM + A,(r) - A(4)] VO jM + A l (k)]
L VOi EM + Al tc ]
or, passing to the integral,
(A3)
T,
^l (M) = f o [M + A1(') - A(r)] dV ] (M)
f dV 1 (M)	 (A4)
The integral is over solid angle, and the volume element has been written dVI(M)
because, as may be seen, it is in fact the volume element searched at M if the
absorption be Al(r).
Equation A4 is an inconvenient integral equation for finding the true LF t
whin A, Al and the "false" LF ^l are given. Things are simple, however, if Al(r)
be assumed close to the correct A(r), or more generally if their difference be
an umed everywhere close to some suitable mean value:
AA1 (ti) = Al (ti) - A{r) ti < Al - A5. -= < t,A l >	 ,	 (A5)
i.e. JAAI (
n
"r) -^ AA l >1<< 1. Then	 inside the integral can be expanded i n a Taylor
series, and we have
(M)	 (M + < AA l >) + dM IM } c AA >	 f[AA1 Q) - }Al >] dVl (M) + ...(A6)
1	 1 (
and the integral term on the RHS will vanish if we take
<A l - A, = f EA1Q) - AQ)] dVl (M)
f dVl(M)
i.e. if we weight the mean of AA, by the volumes searched at absorption Al(r)
in various parts of the solid angle.
To avoid too much complication, I restrict myself to the usual magnitude-
limited survey, in which ( cf. Eq. 1)
dV l (M) = 3 rm 3dQ = 3 do dex 0.6Cm. - M - 25 - Al (;)] 	 Mpc 3 	 (A8)
In this case the volume elements searched at two different M's are proportional
(i.e. the volumes are geometrically similar), so that the ratio in Eq. A7 is
in fact independent of M. Then we can change M to M -< AA l > in Eq. A6 without
changing Eq. A7, and so, when the mean value is chosen according to Eq. A7, we
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(A7)
l
{
f3
1
find
^(M)	 (M	 <AA I
--) =_ ^ l (M - <A 1 - A>)	 (A9)
The quantity <A I A> is a constant independent of M.
This shows how to make a transformation, correct to first order, from an
incorrect absorption A, and its resulting LF 0, to the correct LF ^ when the
correct absorption A is known. The transformation does not contain the vertical
component which might have been expected, but is purely a horizontal translation.
The condition for validity is that the difference AA,(^) should everywhere be
n,
close enough to its mean (Eq. A7) so that the higher terms of Eq. A6 can be
neglected. For a common case, viz. A = a cscjbj and A, = a, csclbl, AA, is un-
bounded as JbI - 0. Because of Eq. A8, however, these regions of large A, contri-
bute little to the ratios of integrals in the second and higher terms of Eq. A6,
and so the error in our transformation should not be large.
Since no one knows which A(^) is correct, the above is purely a theoretical
exercise. The reader may, however, suspect that a formula like Eq. A9 will hold
for the transformation between two "incorrect" (hypothetical) absorption functions
A, and A 2' 1 sketch the proof of this, Assome that .6A, satisf 4,;6.s Eqs. A5 and
A7, and that similarly AA	 is close to <AA >. Write Eq. A9 again, replacing2 14J	 2
1 by 2, and combine this with Eq. A9. Define
f [Al(^) - Ak)102M
<A 1 - A 2 >	 dV	 (AlO)2 FM Y_
f
^n
and use the fact that
f AA l dV2(M )
	
f AAldVl(M)	
AA >j dV 2(M)	 j Olm	 1
because of Eqs. A8 and A5. It follows that
t l (M) ^^ t2 (M + <A, - A2>)
9
	
(All )
(Al 2)
The transformation rule in Eqs. AlO and Al2 is the same as that in Eqs. A7 and A9.
So this procedure can be used to transform 2 t o ^ 1 , provided that both A, and A 2
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are (a) close to the true A(r),or(b)at worst, offset from it by amounts AAI,
ti
6A2 which are close to their respective mean values everywhere in that domain
of 0 which contributes significantly to the third and higher terms in expansion
A6. I have used Eq. Al2 in labelling the abscissa of Figure 2, taking
A2
 = 0.25 c€clbl.
If Al = a l cscibi and A2 = a2 cscjb(, and if the survey covers the whole
celestial sphere except for an equatorial zone (bI < bm, then Eq. A10 becomes
(cf. Felten 1976)
<A - A >a
	 a	 E 1 (0.6a2tn 10) - E 1 (0.6a2tn 10 csc bm)1	 2	 ( 1 - 2 )
	- E2
 0,6a2tn 10 csc bm	(A13).
E2 (U.6a2 R lU)	
CSC bm
The functions El and E2 are tabulated (Abramowitz and Stegun 1954, Chap. 5).
The second terms in numerator and denominator both approach zero as b m + 0.
Taking a2 = 0.25, and using bm
 ti 200 as roughly typical of the LF investigations,
we find
< A l - A2> ti 1.55 ( al - a 2 )	 (AM)
When the sky coverage and/or the forms of A l and A2 are different, Eq. A13 or
inspection of Eq. A10 would still provide the basis for an adequate estimate
of <Al
 - Az> in many cases.
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TABLE I. Integrals I 3 and I4
 for Gott and Turner's "east" and "south"
regions in 1950 coordinates, with cosecant absorption.
Absorption
half-thickness
of disk,	 East	 South
a (mag)	 13	 14	 13	
14
F
0 0.9163 0.9163 0.4118 0.4118
0.1 0.7752 0.7333 0.3418 0.3212
0.2 0.6562 0.5873 0.2838 0.2507
0.25 0.6038 0.5257 0.2586 0.2215
0.3 0.5556 0.4707 0.2356 0.1937
0.4 0.4707 0.3776 0.1957 0.1529
0.5 0.3990 0.3031 0.1626 0.1195
TABLE II. Values of the coefficient in the luminosity density .Z, (Eq.	 33)
for various values of parameters a B , a and M8(0)*. Values marked
"s" all correspond to Schechter's own choice for the shape of the LF.
Absorption
	
Characteristic
half-thickness,	 Magnitude
	
Schechter index a
a g (mag )	
MB(0)*
	
-1	
-5/4	 -3/2
0 -19.89 7.0 8.3 (10.8)
0 -20.39 5.6 6.7s 8.7
0 -20.89 (4.6) 5.4 7.0
0.25
-20.28 9.0 10.7 (13.9) ?	 A
0.25
-20.78 7.2 8.6s 11.2 .
0.25
-21.28 (5.9) 7.0 9.0
0.5 -20.67 11.5 13.7 (17.9) F
0.5 -21.17 9.3 11.1s 14.4
0.5
-21.67 (7.6) 9.0 11.6
. i
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1. Spatial distribution of a hypothetical sample of galaxies
obtained in one galactic hemisphere in a catalog like the RC. The galaxies
shown are those which lie in an interval dM around M = - 20., The three-
"	 dimensional sample has been projected onto a meridional plane by rotation
about the galactic polar axis. Curve a is rm from Eq. l for m. = 12,
M = - 20 and A(k) = 0.25 csclbl.
Fig. 2. A comparison of nine published determinations of the differential
luminosity function O(M) for field galaxies. A recent unpublished determination
by Arakelyan is also shown. Approximate corrections for the authors' various
choices of Hubble constant and galactic absorption have been performed implicitly
in the choice of ordi gate and abscissa scales. Additional corrections for
differing magnitude systems, and for an inclination effect in Kiang's definition
of 0, have been made as described in the text. The points and curves of Turner
and Gott are normalized arbitrarily. Points in parentheses are unreliable.
Fig. 3. The "east," "west," and "south" regions of Gott and Turner (1976).
The galactic (G) and celestial (C) poles are shown and are in the plane of the
figure. The "east" and "west" are symmetric (back and front) halves of the
north cap. The "west" contains the Virgo cluster and supergalactic equator.
Fig. 4. Integrals I 3 and I 4 (in Eqs. 26 and 27 respectively) for A(k) =
a cscJbJ, evaluated in the Gott and Turner east, south, and east + south
regions, and shown as functions of a.
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